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Serendipity #1
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Gracewood Stitches

In the words of designer Kathy Bungard:
What is 'Serendity"? Where did this word come from? It has a great origin - coined by author, Horace
Walpole, suggested by The Three Princes of Serendip, the title of a fairy tale in which the heroes
‘were always making discoveries, by accidents and sagacity, of things they were not in quest of’.
Don't you just love that? Well that is pretty much what happens when I design a pattern. I start with a
general idea and find as I go along that I
end up in places I hadn't thought I was going.
So I introduce my Serendity Samplers and hope you'll enjoy the journey into unexpected things you
might find along the way.

Creative Poppy says:
What is interesting about these cross stitch "ribbon" style border designs - and many other similar layouts by
Gracewood stitches - is that you can trim or expand the design at will. These motifs would look gorgeous
on a small bag fitted with a long cross-body cord strap, and into which you could slip phone and sunglasses,
the perfect summer accessory to wear over a pair of jeans and a white T shirt.
A cross stitch pattern by Gracewood Stitches.
>> see all Ribbon & Band designs by Gracewood Stitches
Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Serendipity #1
Chart size in stitches: 123 x 120 (wide x high)
Needlework fabric: 16 ct Aida, white
>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)
Stitches: cross stitch
Chart: color
Threads: DMC
Number of colors: 7
Themes: unexpected, lucky, decorative floral borders

>> see all with ornamental decorative flower patterns (all designers)
All patterns on Creative Poppy's website areprintable and available for instantdownload.
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